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Editorial

Social Calendar

Welcome to the September edition of the
magazine.

September

You will have noticed a few changes in layout
and method of presenting it to you. Using
some software called ‘issu’ allows us to
present the newsletter in higher quality than
we were able to using a standard pdf file and
make changes to the layout to improve the
reading experience. For the time being we will
also use the previous method of distribution.
A couple more dates have been included in
the calendar! As you will see Brooklands and
Goodwood are open with restrictions.
Following on from last month we have an even
bigger edition of the magazine for this month
with lots to read. Mark has supplied some
more Tongham Tales, Francis continues with
his history of the Coronation Safari Rally, a
really interesting read.
We have again re-printed two more articles
from the 1994 Special Edition of the magazine,
and of course we continue to publish pictures
from the slide collection .
Any reports, anecdotes and articles always
gratefully received. Let’s hear what you’ve
been up to!

Stay safe
Annette & Robert Clayson

15th Committee
Goodwood Events
Open for public access Tuesday to
Saturday with access to the Aerodrome
Cafe. Recommended stay, no more
than 2 hours.
Brooklands Events
Reopened 1st August, Thursday to
Sunday, pre-booked tickets required.
Club and Pubnights we are looking at
holding these by Zoom.

Competition
4th September Basingstoke MC
Marksman 12 car
25th September 1st Weald Challenge
12 Car round. Southern Car Club,
provisional.
26/27th September Abingdon Carnival. Sprint and Rally. Full entries in
both events.
If anyone is intending to marshal on the
Abingdon Carnival stages ( at the moment
there are 4 of us) you need to register your
interest on the Carnival website.
This is a requirement for their contact tracing
purposes.
Here’s the link www.abingdoncarnival.com/
volunteer
You will have to do your own registration, we
can’t do a block booking
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GMC - Goodies

GMC - Membership Fees

The following GMC Goodies are available from Mark
Feeney, just phone him or speak to him at Clubnights
Car Badges (Enamel)

£30.00

Windscreen Sticker

£1.50

Club Badge (Self Adhesive)

£1.00

GMC Leather Key Ring

£1.50

GMC Mugs

£2.00

GMC Polo Shirts (White)

£15.00

GMC Sweat Shirts (Green)

£20.00

Romers, Clear or White
plastic

£6.00

GMC Ice Scrapers

£2.00

GMC Pens

3 for a £1.00

Full Membership

£15.00

Family Membership

£20.00

Associate Membership

£2.50

Pro-rata Membership for new members joining
after 1st July
Full Membership
Family Membership

£7.50
£10.00

Website and Social Media
Website:
www.guildfordmotorclub.org.uk
facebook:
www.facebook.com/guildfordmotorclub
instagram:
https://www.instagram.com/guildfordmotorclub

GMC - Contact Details
Chairman and Secretary: Mark Feeney
71 Carfax Avenue, Tongham Farnham Surrey. GU10 1BD
Phone: 01252 319672(H) 07747 445680 (M)
email cm@guildfordmotorclub.org.uk
Competition Secretary: Richard Pashley
The Old Baliﬀs House, 152 Brox Road, Ottershaw Chertsey Surrey. KT16 0LQ
Phone: 01932 875253
email: cs@guildfordmotorclub.org.uk
Treasurer and Vice Chairman: Graham Skingle
Phone: 01252 702510
email: tr@guildfordmotorclub.org.uk
Social Secretary: Francis Carlisle-Kitz
Phone: 07500 512494
email:ss@guildfordmotorclub.org.uk
Chief Marshal: Jon Marlow
Phone: 07970 926905
Magazine Editors and Website: Annette and Robert Clayson
39 Longhope Drive, Wrecclesham Farnham, Surrey. GU10 4SN
Phone: 01252 726618
Email: intune@guildfordmotorclub.org.uk
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THE TOUGHEST RALLY IN THE WORLD.
Part 4. Where do all the old rally cars go? An End of an Era.
“Each bump, which had made its blushing debut
months ago as a sweetly rounded contour of yielding
mud had long since been baked and hammered into
a flinty harridan of terracotta........even the smallest
car, on descending from one such horror to another
at rally speed, administers a shock through its
suspension which would shame a steam hammer.
Keep that up long enough and any machine will
break.”
(from an article in ‘The Reporter’, Nairobi, Kenya)

Bouncing a Mercedes 190.

The other factor after the dust and bumps, was the
loose nature of the road surfaces, which varied from
the relatively adhesive to the very slippery.

More bouncing

During the first decade and a half almost all cars
competing in the East African Safari were standard
family saloons; the like of which could be bought
from the local dealership. In fact, to begin with, this
was a requirement within the rules. Additions such as
extra lights, mud flaps, town and country tyres, footplates and grab handles for bouncing and additional
fuel tanks were the sort of allowable fittings.
Suspension and engines had to be standard.
When the Safari became a ‘lucrative selling ground‘
for the manufacturers, the cars, very quickly,
developed into wholly diﬀerent machines. In the early
70s heavily modified, low-production models such as
Ford Escort RS2000, Lancia Stratos, Fiat 124 Spider
Abarth and Renault Alpine A110 became the norm.
These vehicles were specifically designed for the
Safari and other similar rallies and bore less and less
resemblance to the model in the showroom, albeit
that enough specific cars of any particular model
were built to achieve homologation. This led to even
more radical machinery in the 1980s.

Traction?

Standard saloon, Peugeot 403 1200cc, Ian Jaffray and J.S.
Bathurst, 6th and one of the ‘Magnificent Seven’ in 1963!
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Once this sort of car began competing, together with
professional rally crews the Safari was no longer an
event for the keen or gifted local driver to prepare a
‘daily driver‘ and pit his or her skills against weather
and terrain in a traditional, local event, with no real
back-up beyond their own knowledge and juryrigging, mechanical skills - safari style.
Interestingly, in the 1968 Safari Ford entered 5
‘purpose built’ Ford Cortina GTs and 2 Ford Lotus
Cortinas, Ford having won the Team Prize the
previous two years.
“On the ramp at Nairobi the Hurth/Grant Lotus Cortina
(2nd) was a mess. Its door pillars were cracked. Its
windscreen was held in place with rope. It had no
clutch and it failed the brake test. In contrast, the
Norwicki/Cliﬀ Peugeot (1st) looked all ready to go
round again.” (from an article in The Reporter, Nairobi,
Kenya.)

2000, saloon

Amazon, Swedish family saloon,

This must be a testament to the high quality and
durability of the basic product; the workaday Peugeot
404 Injection models made do with between 90 and
100 DIN HP!
Clearly, Safari rally cars would have to become very
specifically developed to be competitive in this event
in the future.
Then what happened to all these cars which took part
in the Safari in the early days? Evidently, the majority
of them were ‘cleaned up’, repaired and returned to
normal daily use around town or on the farm or coﬀee
estate. Those entered by the local agents, such as the
Peugeots of Marshall’s Ltd. were tidied up and sold on
as second hand cars.

Family Hillman Husky Ron Dalton/Paddy Hopkirk, 1959.

Simca Aronde French family car, 1960.
Fiat 2300 saloon, Cliff Collinge/John Jeeves,

However, there are a few cases of particular cars
entering a second Safari and, rarely, even a third
Safari. Johnny Boyes and Ray Noble entered in a Ford
V8 Pilot in 1955 and 1956, winning their class both
In Tune
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Standard saloon. Anne Hall and Lucille Cardwell, 3rd. 1961.

Family car.

Standard Vauxhall Velox saloon, 1959.

Family saloon.

Works Mini of Aaltonen and Liddon, 1967. (note grab handles and
foot-plates for bouncing)

Big family saloon.

Simple Simca 1000, French family car

Opel Kapitan, German family saloon,
Gordon Goby/E.T.Everard, 1958.

2000.
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Daf 55 family saloon, 1971.

Austin A55, K.Nash/M.Carpenter, 1961. Simple High-Lift Jack. No
support crew!

Ford Anglia, Bert Shankland/John Akinhead,

Ford Anglia, Jeff Uren/Mike Armstrong, dryish river
crossing, 1960.

Jaguar Mk1 3.4, E.R.Fontaine-Geary/Jack Esnouf, 1961.

Repairs to Rapier , Safari style.

Just checking.......

A bit more bouncing!
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Serious roadside repairs.

Not repairable!

Carlson and Palm hit their famous “ant-bear”
near Mbulu. DNF.

Fjastad/Schmider, Volkswagen Beetle 1200,
winners, 1962. ( from painting by Mike Norris).

times, then entered the same car, which was Boyes’
farm car, in 1957! Tommy Fjastad and Bernhardt
Schmider won in 1962 in Fjastad’s private Volkswagen
Beetle. He entered the same car again in 1964, teamed
with J.H.Jasani, finishing in 16th place in a rally where,
for the first time, the order of starting the classes was
decided by ballot. W.J.Blowers drove his Austin A55 in
two safaris.
Perhaps one of the most famous cars from early
Safaris is the Peugeot 404, (TDN 5) crewed by Bert
Shankland and Chris Rothwell in which they won their
second consecutive Safari in 1967. It is preserved in La
Musee de l’Aventure Peugeot in Sochaux, in Eastern
France. The Peugeot 204 which Hugh Lionnet and
Paddy Cliﬀ drove in the 1967 (finishing 8th. and Class
Winner), is also on show in the Peugeot Museum.
Another famous car still extant is the Volvo PV544, the
ex Tom Trana car in which the brothers Joginder and
Jaswant Singh won the Safari in 1965. It is preserved
in The Volvo Museum in Gothenburg, Sweden.
In 1964 the American company shipped ten, big, red
Ford Mercury Comet V8 cars to Nairobi for the Safari,
to be crewed by locals. Tommy Fjastad was one of the
chosen crew members, however, he made it clear
during early reconnaissances that the car was far too
weak in the back end - rear axle, mountings,
suspension and diﬀerential - and needed modification
if it was to survive the rally. His statement cost him his
team place, so he entered privately again in his trusty
Volkswagen Beetle,
During the Safari every Mercury Comet, once fuelledup, carried a greater weight of petrol than the overall
weight of some complete competing cars!
It was down to six Comets by the end of the
reconnaissance and then they had trouble with the
scrutinisers due to their US-style roll cages, much of
which had to be removed. In the rally all these Detroitbuilt cars gave enormous trouble with the rear

In Tune
Mercury Comet, Joginder and Jaswant Singh,
21st. 1964.
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suspension. Only two of the Comets finished: Kim
Manderville and Peter Walker 18th. and the Singh
Brothers 21st.
Tommy Fjastad and J.H.Jasani in the privately entered
Volkswagen Beetle finished 16th. beating both
Comets!
After the rally the Comets were ignominiously shipped
back to America. Strangely, one was left behind in
Kenya. ‘Discovered‘ many years later derelict on a
farm in Estcourt, KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa, by two
ex-Kenyans who had followed the 1964 Safari in their
youth, during which they had glimpsed a passing
Comet or two. It was quickly prepared for entry into
the 1995 Safari Rally, as that year it had no
championship status and had been opened to
classics.
They drove it to Nairobi but failed to
complete the rally due to a clutch problem. Once
repaired it was driven back to South Africa where it
languished outside, deteriorating, before being sold
again. It has since been beautifully restored by the
new owner and is on show in his private museum of
classic
cars and motor bikes in Benoni,
Johannesburg.
One of the best documented, multiple Safari entries is
the Mercedes Benz 220SEb, first privately entered in
the infamous 1963 Safari by Jim Caldwell and David
Lead. It was a new car, shipped to Dar es Salaam in
February 1963, where it was registered (TD 6173) and
prepared for the Safari start in Nairobi on 11th. April.
( Significant as it was the first time the Safari became
a qualifying round for the RAC World Rally
Championship.) by the end of this extraordinarily wet
event the ‘Magnificent Seven’ cars were the only
finishers out of a field of 86 starters. The big, red
Fintail Mercedes was 3rd.
Caldwell and Lead entered the car again the next
year, now registered in Kenya (KHR 680). Their wives,
Lucille Caldwell and Jill Lead were also entered in
In Tune

Mercury Comet, 1964

The last remaining Mercury Comet, Peter Landsell/
David Green, 1995 Safari Rally.

Family saloons in the Parc Fermee, 1965.

Mercury Comet, R.Brock/N.Greatorex, 1964.

The last Mercury Comet over 30 years later rusting in
Estcourt, KwaZulu-Natal, 1995.
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After the 1995 Safari Rally being assessed by new owner for
restoration.

Mercury Comet under restoration, Benoni, Johannesburg.

Second time round and thrashing The Comets! 1964.

Safari Rally veteran, Hugh Lionnet signing a Safari book on the
bonnet of the restored Mercury Comet, 2019.

Cardwell/Lead Fintail on the very wet Tanzania loop.

Painting by rally artist Mike Norris of the Cardwell/Lead
Mercedes Benz 220 SEb Fintail, 3rd. Of the ‘Magnificent Seven’,
1963. (Badge bar lived on the car when not rallying.)

In Tune

Peugeot 404, Shankland and Rothwell, winners, 1967.
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Peugeot 204, Hugh Lionnet/Paddy Cliff, 8th. 1967.

Cardwell/Lead Mercedes in Nairobi, 1963

Cardwell and Lead in the same car, now Kenya registered, on the
starting ramp, Nairobi, 1964.

Lionnet/Cliff Peugeot 204 in the Peugeot Museum,
Sochaux, France.

David Lead and Jim Cardwell celebrating after
their success in 1963.

Mercedes Benz 220 SEb of Lucille Cardwell and Jill Lead, 4th.
1964.

Cardwell and Lead negotiating a drift, Northern Kenya, 1963

KHR 680 becomes a daily driver for 32 years.
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another new, white Mercedes Benz 220SEb
(KHR 681). Caldwell and Lead were going
well and leading the rally until they hit a
submerged rock at speed in deep mud,
tearing out the left hand rear axle mounting.
This required welding. They retired and went
on to support their wives, who after a
remarkable performance in a very wet event,
finished in 4th. place beating Pat MossCarlson and Joy Mayers for the Ladies Cup.
The red 220SEb was repaired and sold to
Bill Parkinson, another ‘Safari regular’
Parkinson,
together with Michael CarrHartley ( son of the famous big game hunter
and himself formerly ‘Jungle Boy’ in the TV
series) entered the 1965 Safari. They were
competitive until the front suspension broke
from the mounting as they were entering a
sharp bend out in the bush. The car carried
straight on at speed, finally coming to a halt
amongst a herd of 18 elephants!
Again, the car was repaired and sold to its
next owner, a young lady in Nairobi. The car
was her daily driver for the next 32 years in
Kenya and, on retirement, in KwaZulu-Natal,
South Africa. Eventually, won over at the
thought of air-conditioning and power
steering, she traded her trusty Mercedes in
for a brand new Honda Ballard. It was a
tearful farewell for her.
The car was bought by gent who had a
furniture business with the intention of
restoring the
car. It had developed a
cylinder head problem. He had no idea of
the history of the car, did not get round to
the restoration and it languished in his
garage. Eventually, one of his employees
bought it to repair. He tried to fit another
engine but ran out of interest, though he
In Tune

The Shankland/Rothwell Peugeot 404, Peugeot Museum,
Sochaux, France.

The Singh Brothers, Volvo PV544, winners 1965.

Singh Brothers’ Volvo PV544, Volvo Museum, Gothenburg,
Sweden.( no lucky warthog tusks around grille emblem).

Winners 1965, note lucky warthog tusks encircling grille emblem!
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continued to pay the licence fee and carefully
stored all the documentation.
Meanwhile, Chris Carlisle-Kitz, who lived in
Pietermaritzburg, KwaZulu-Natal at that time
and had a car restoration business specialising
in classic Mercedes, had created a careful
replica, including all decals, of the Cardwell/
Lead 220SEb Fintail to display at car shows.
As a young man, Chris had cheered the
Cardwell/Lead car on in the 1963 Safari and
had enjoyed the patronage of David Lead’s
mother since he had been a very small boy at
school in the Usambara Mountains in
Tanganyika.
A spectator at a car show, who had an early
connection with the car, recognised it and
recounted the story of its trade-in and the
tears. Nine months search and a stroke of good
fortune brought Chris to a remote native
location outside Durban where he found the car
under a lean-to and almost entirely surrounded
by piles of building rubble, out of which it
would have to be dug.

Finally unearthed! The beginning of the resurrection and
very long restoration. Note the missing spot lamp.

Bodywork completed and ready for spraying.

But was this truly the Cardwell/Lead car?
The original car had an EAK international plate
on the right hand side of the boot lid. It must
Citroen ID19, Morris and Freda Temple-Boreham, completed
the rally on factory fitted MichelinX tyres, 2nd. 1960.
have had a very obvious repair to
the rear suspension as a result of
contact with the mud-concealed
boulder in the 1964 Safari. It had
an auxiliary petrol tank in the
boot and an enlarged tank guard
underneath. The car had
originally arrived from Germany
fitted with a ‘tropical kit’ which
included bigger 15 inch wheels,
heavy duty shock absorbers and
Ford Escort RS1600, Hannu Mikkola and Gunnar Palm, first overseas winners,
a larger radiator.
1972.
In Tune
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Manufacturers motors in Parc Fermee, 1972

Two tell-tale holes in the boot
suggested that an EAK plate
had once been fitted. The owner
was questioned, went into the
house, returning with the original
international Kenya plate!
A
look underneath revealed the
welding repair to the rear
suspension and the enlarged
tank guard. Inside the boot the
auxiliary tank was still in place! Furthermore the welded-up grab handle holes could be
seen on the inside of the boot
lid. Also one remaining mud
flap made by the Mount
Carmel Rubber Company in
Dar es Salaam; this would
have been fitted for the first
Safari! All the features of the
‘tropical kit’ were still there
and in a reasonable order.
Clear proof of provenance. It
was the car after all!

Mystery car. Ford Zephyr Zodiac, Vic Preston Sr and Leon
Baillon, 28th. 1961.

The car was complete in every regard. The only components missing were one of the big
Bosch spotlights and one wheel. The wheel was retrieved from a nearby rubbish-filled
quarry where it had been disposed of years earlier. The original engine was sitting under
a cove beside the car. Amongst the preserved documents was an old Kenya licence disc
and the original service booklet.
Lengthy negotiations
followed. Finally, Chris bought
the car, trailered it to his
premises and then began the
long, ever-extending, total
restoration, familiar to those
who have ever embarked on
such a marathon of
commitment. This one did
really involve every single nut
and bolt being removed
In Tune
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COO 8 in action, 1962
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meanwhile preserving
every possible original
component. Eventually,
rust dictated that the
complete floor section
and sills were replaced
with a good section cut
from a donor car as were
other body parts. The
Sister car track racing in England..........?
intention was to restore
the car to the condition it
was in, resplendent with
all its decals, when it drove oﬀ the starting ramp in Nairobi on 11th. April, 1963. He
discovered that, during the preparation in Dar es Salaam in March, for the ‘63 Safari, a
total of 59 holes had been drilled into the bodywork and metal of the car! These were for
such allowable additions as spot lights, grab handles and foot plates on the boot and
rear bumper for bouncing and extra fuel tank.
At this time of writing and as a
result of getting other projects
finished, the resplendent red
Fintail is being assembled with
all its refurbished and burnished
parts. Once finished it will be
ready for its next interesting
Safari - perhaps back to East
Africa to reunite with the dust
and mud of so long ago.
Peugeot 504 rally car in a field in France.

For anyone with fantastical
imagination enough to have
been inspired by the idea of a
Safari car restoration- there is
an ex-Safari Rally Peugeot 504
rusting quietly in a farmer’s
field in France, the location of
which could be revealed to the
seriously insane.
But back to the early days of
the Safari, before the
intervention of the
In Tune
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manufacturers with their
huge budgets, highly
specialised cars, their
droves of mechanics,
spares and spare cars all
round the course,
servicing cars, changing
wheels and tyres,
straightening bent
bodywork and allowing
crews to rest meantime. It
Interior of early Ford Zephyr Mk2 Safari rally car.
is worth mentioning a
certain Citroen ID 19 driven by Morris and Freda Temple-Boreham, which in the 1960
Safari finished 2nd. driving on the set of factory fitted Michelin X tyres which survived
the entire rally without a single puncture or getting stuck in the mud! For anyone familiar
with the almost non-existent tread pattern of this tyre, a remarkable feat!
1972 is when the spell was broken! The Safari was won by overseas drivers; Hannu
Mikkola on his second attempt and Gunnar Palm on his fifth attempt, won in a Ford
Escort RS1600, one of 5 entered by Ford Motor Company. Datsun was also present in
full force and a works Porsche 911s was dipping its feet, too! After 19 years the the
Safari would never be the same again.
Of the next ten Safaris, seven were won by local drivers but not driving privately entered
cars or carrying out their own preparation or on-the-road servicing and repairs.
The East African Safari Rally continued fairly regularly, in one form or another, since then
and up to 2002, often with the eyes of the world upon it, albeit latterly a ‘daylight-only,
downsized’ event comprised of 3 “circuits” around Nairobi. Eventually, through lack of
sponsorship and the arrears of calendar fees to the FIA building up, the governing body
finally removed the Safari from the World Rally Championship.
In 2003 Safari Rally enthusiast, frequent competitor and champion, Mike Kirkland
celebrated the 50th. anniversary of the rally by organising the ‘Classic Safari Rally’ for
cars built before 1971 - knowing that it would not bring the Safari of old back but
nonetheless less would capture some of the old “spirit”.
The ‘Classic Safari Rally’ was so successful it continues to run every 2 years.
Francis.
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Reprints
We continue this month revisiting past magazines. More from the 1994 special edition of
the magazine with a number of articles which had been included in previous editions.
This month we have two reports …

GMC takes on 1992 RAC Rally
By Henry Richardson
Well, not quite! But there will be even more GMC interest than normal in this year's
"Lombard". This being the last year that Lombard Finance are sponsoring the RAC Rally
(ending the longest running deal in motorsport history). Simon Hawes has decided his
time has come to get in an entry as a driver.
“Competing on the RAC has been almost a life’s ambition for me, ever since l first got a
sniﬀ of what rallying was about in my early teens. Road rallies used to regularly come
past the farm, at ‘home’ in North Lancashire. Eventually curiosity got the better of me
and l started to get up at 3 a.m. on Sunday mornings to watch 120 rally cars negotiate
the ‘downhill 60 right, crest over bridge into 90 left at ‘T’ past the farm. My first spectate
on the RAC was in the mid 60's when it used Gisburn Forest - about six miles from
home.
lt was a few months ago when Simon first asked if l would co-drive for him this year. l
think l must have hesitated all of half a second before accepting. Since then things have
been moving ahead at a pace. Entry sent in, accepted, service crews approached,
sponsor proposal written (no small task) and many potential sponsors approached. Our
initial budget for the event suggested an overall fund of £5,000 might be necessary to
cover spares, tyres, entry fee (£880) service plates etc (£360), accommodation for crew
and service crews, fuel for car and service vehicles, maps, etc, etc. Raising that kind of
cash would obviously require
some sponsorship!
Simon produced a very attractive brochure, explaining how the RAC attracts over one
million paying spectators, making it the biggest sporting event in UK. Back to my codriving job, the next task in hand was service planning. It so happens that Rob Arthur is
now service co-ordinator for Andrew Cowan’s works Mitsubishi Team and is running
Kenneth Ericsson’s support on the RAC. A full evening in The Angel with Rob going over
the entire route, revealed a lot about service planning and many useful tips about
locations for this event. Although the organisers do provide a series of oﬃcial service
areas to use, these are often very congested, especially for the works teams. If you need
to carry out any emergency service - such as just after a stage - you may NOT use the
In Tune
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public road or its verges (although laybys are OK). If you choose to use private ground
(drives, forecourts etc) then you MUST have written permission.
With this in mind, I took a three-day weekend to survey the Kielder and Scottish Loops. l
was pleasantly surprised how accommodating people were at farms and garages etc. in
terms of providing permission for emergency service. The “RAC” and “l’ve seen that on
TV” opening many doors that were previously only ajar. We were able to fill in the gaps
between oﬃcial service points quite nicely AND sort out routes between points for
service vehicles – particularly useful as one obvious route through forest road in Wark
was no—go due to logging blockages so an alternative was found.
The Scottish Loop around Dumfries and Galloway was driven and similar ‘service spots’
located. Finding accommodation in Chester and Carlisle was somewhat worrying. If
every car and team have an average of ten people to find beds for, that means l,600
beds to be filled, plus marshals, organisers, oﬃcials and, not least, spectators. Quite an
army. When you consider how much such an invasion will put into the local economy in
B&B's, meals, food and petrol purchased, then it is easy to see why towns compete to
host the event. Luckily Carlisle Tourist Authority runs an excellent booking service which
found us places in a farmhouse B&B.
For the first time this year, pace-notes (oﬃcially called “route notes” because they
DON'T tell you how fast to go) are available for all stages, not just the Sunday run. Thus,
the RAC is moving closer to the World Championship norm. These have been made by
Bjorn Waldegard and Fred Gallagher and feature a ‘backwards numbering" system
where “right one" is a 90 and "right seven" is almost flat. This will take some getting
used to! The RAC have arranged days during the week before when competitors can
drive through the stages - at a 30 mph maximum - to check the notes.
Unfortunately work and time commitments for both Simon and l mean we will only be
able to utilise the last two days of this.

The 1992 RAC Rally; from Car 132
by Simon Hawes and Henry Richardson
Car 132 — Simon Hawes / Henry Richardson — Vauxhall Astra Mk2 (N3)
Sunday started oﬀ OK, although a little cautiously since we were anxious not to have an
“oﬀ” so early on a four-day event. The Oulton Park stage used very little of the race
circuit, mostly infield areas and race paddock. This was very rough - like Bagshot
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military test track on a bad day and not at all what one would expect for this standard of
event.
After leaving Oulton, on the road section down to Weston Park near Telford we
experienced our first electrical problems when the engine cut out while cruising at a
mere 35mph along an ‘A’ road. This took some time to trace. At first we suspected a
loose connection somewhere, but all proved OK. Eventually Gavin traced the problem to
the Bosch Motronic engine management system (the "black box" which controls both
ignition and fuel injection timing) This was replaced with a brand new spare unit which
we were carrying in the service van (which had to retrace its route to get back to us.
having gone ahead to the service point approaching Weston Park).
With the new unit fitted the car ran perfectly through Weston Park – including the famous
deep ford which drowned out all the Work’s Astras two years ago. However, the road
delay of 20 minutes meant that 20 seconds penalty was applied to our stage times
which dropped us back to 131st overall - virtually our original start "seeding".
A reasonable run through Sutton Park (north Birmingham) yielded 109th fastest - about
on course for a better seeding on Monday - despite some early braking for a hairpin
through unfamiliarity with the route description notes. The heavy rain here made the
narrow tarmac particularly treacherous but Simon kept us out of the trees OK!
After a brief service visit at Brimalk Ltd in Tamworth - just time to check out all the
suspension mountings and take on fuel for the car and crew - it was oﬀ to Donington for
a double run at the stage utilising half of the bike race track and half gravel tracks
through the infield and car parks. This was a much nicer stage than Oulton, despite
some very narrow places through gates and straw bale chicanes etc. The first run was
highlighted by a brief “moment” when the back end got out of line on a tightening
medium right on gravel. From the left-hand seat one is not normally aware of spectators
surrounding the stage but this moment was just enough to make me look up to see how
far back they were - and momentarily lose my place in the notes as a result. A couple of
straw bales later we were back on course. and back “with” the notes.
The second, incident-free run saw us nine seconds and five places quicker. This
counted as only the third time l have been round Donington, but I must say how
impressed I was with the track surface, even when streaming wet with "rivers" in several
places. Craner curves the “wrong” way were a little disconcerting, but the way the
Bridgestone tyres hung on round McLeans on full power was most encouraging. The
feeling was that both car and crew were beginning to “come together" in a way which
should bode well for the forest stages.
Clumber Park, near Mansfield, was to be the end of such aspirations though.
In Tune
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Simon’s vote was that this was the best stage of the day. All very smooth and fast
flowing tarmac with a few straights but many fast sweeping bends. ln view of the
conditions the soft compound gravel pattern Bridgestones were still the right tyre
choice. Two thirds through tyres became immaterial however when the ECU gave up
again without warning. Stranded by the stage commentary box we struggled to re-set
the unit, acting on instructions from Gavin over the radio. This succeeded in allowing the
car to run, but only at about 700 rpm. with much misfiring and backfires. Appeals over
the stage commentary for “anyone with a 16v Astra Engine Control Unit in their back
pocket?" brought no result. Eventually Gavin was forced to come in two miles on foot
from the stage finish with the original ECU.
Meanwhile I calculated we were now over our maximum permitted lateness of 40
minutes. A further appeal for “ln the absence of an ECU has anyone got a bottle of
Famous Grouse?" at least produced a round of applause front the remaining spectators.
Frustration reached maximum when car 167 - the Trabant - went by. No engine
electronics to worry about there! Fists were seen to be banged on the Astra’s roof! I now
know how Rob Arthur must have felt when Pond hit a tree on stage two a few years ago.
“Gutted" would be somewhere close to the mark.
When Gavin arrived with the original unit - considered duﬀ you will recall - it worked
perfectly! lt seems some stray voltage was causing the ECU to overheat, causing it to
close down. After a few hours rest it was OK again. Had we known this we could have
kept it in the car - wiser for the future I suppose.
We were permitted our second run through Clumber - albeit no point in “trying” too hard
now, and to go on to Chatsworth. The stage approach there was chaos. Spectators
attempting to leave the car parks had become stuck in the mud, blocking the exit.
Others were now being directed out through the competitor entrance. Since we were
now 25 minutes behind the Trabant it was not unnatural they should want to get away.
We reached the start thanks only to some twelve heroic marshals who physically pushed
us through the mud-bath around spectator cars with little care for their own welfare (or
their washing bills!) We attempted the stage - which was very rough and cut up by now but were delayed mid-stage by some other marshals, who thinking the stage was about
to close had driven their cars onto the road ready to depart (a real sin in rally marshalling
protocol). Needless to say, they got out of the way fairly smartly when we arrived. At the
stage finish we were given our time but at the following passage control we were held
while regional control confirmed that we were indeed “OTL” and our time cards were
withheld.
End of Rally. Back to Chester for an early bath, chance to drown our frustrations and
begin planning for the RAC 1993!
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Tongham Tales part 5 – out of the tunnel, but still in a cutting.
A while back, in the summer, we were sitting in the conservatory, being typical brits and
moaning about how hot it was. We started to discuss the options for putting a better
roof on to stop it getting too hot in the summer, too cold in the winter and too noisy
when it rains.
We decided a new roof would probably be too heavy for the existing conservatory, so
we’d need to put a proper wall up on one side. The chat then got a bit serious. Lorraine
suggested that if we were going to put a new wall up, why not go the whole hog and put
an extension up instead?
So that’s what we’re going to do. Conservatory down, new ‘day’ room and larger kitchen
on the back.
The plans are in with the council and we’re just awaiting their decision. If all goes OK
we’ll be starting the work in October. I think we’ll get someone in to do most of the
building, I remember how hard it was when we extended the side of the house back in
1986. 34 years older and 34 years wiser, I’ll let someone else do the donkey work.
After the ill-fated cycling trip to Cranleigh last month, we’ve come to Welsh Wales for a
weeks break, and bought the bikes with us. After a bit of teething trouble with the E-bike
(it seems that I hadn’t put the battery in quite right and the motor wasn’t giving
anywhere near as much power as it should), Lorraine has been leaving me standing on
most of the rides we’ve done.
Tuesday was a complete wash-out - Francis has been causing trouble again. His storm
force winds came straight down the
valley and as the village is in the
narrowest point, the gusts were
tremendous.
We went up to Hafren forest, to see the
River Severn in its infancy. Given the
amount of rain we had on Tuesday, the
streams were all quite swollen and the
ford was deemed unfordable, so we
just had a ride on the forest tracks. The
surface of the tracks were superbly
smooth. None of the sand and gravel
that we have locally. Hopefully they will
be put to proper use again soon.
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We also came across some
proper blocking material. None
of the red & white tape and a
traﬃc cone for these guys.
It reminded me of the old story
that Hart MC got banned from
the Bramshill forest for allegedly
cutting trees down to use as
blocking material.
Hopefully, next month’s edition
will contain stories for the
Abingdon Carnival stages. Have
you registered your name with
Dave Whyman yet?

More evidence of Francis’ wind.

Oh, by the way, the driveway ornament is no longer an ornament. It has over 1500 miles
on it now.
Mark.

From the Slide Collection
We make a return visit to Silverstone in July 1967 for a VSCC meeting.
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Out and About
Three trips out in August , a trip to Thruxton one weekend, midweek up to London for
the London Concours and the following weekend at Brands Hatch.
Thruxton - Historic Festival
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The London Concours
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Brands Hatch - The Masters Historic
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